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Signature-masked authentication is a type of authentication that a user can obtain
services when the service provider ensured that the user has the corresponding
credentials issued by a trusted central authentication (CA). In this paper, we introduce
a new quantum signature-masked authentication scheme based on private key, in
which, the centre of CA exports not only the original credential that certificates for
the user by adding the user’s secret information but also private key between the user
Alice and the service provider Bob. The shared private key makes it possible for the
communicators to protect their encoded quantum message from CA cheating. It is
proved that the scheme can resist the forgery attack, impersonation attack and outside
attack. Also, as a potential application of the scheme, an electronic voting method by
using signature-masked authentication is introduced.
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Introduction
The most successful subject of quantum cryptography is quantum
key distribution (QKD), which was firstly constructed by Bennett
et al.1 in 1984. It is believed that QKD is the first applied quantum
information processing and its unconditional security has been
proven.2,3 Most recently, in addition to QKD, quantum cryptography
protocols have been widely studied in many fields such as quantum
digital signature, quantum message authentication, quantum image
encryption and quantum steganography. Quantum digital signature is
an important topic and a primitive component of modern cryptography.
The digital signature is a mathematical scheme that maintains the
authenticity of the data and digital document in channel.4 A secure
quantum signature scheme requires that each user is able to generate
his (her) own signature effectively and verifies the validity of another
user’s signature on a specific document. Also, no one is able to
efficiently generate the signatures of other users on documents that
those users didn’t sign. Therefore, it can be used to guarantee the
authenticity, integrity and non-disavowal of transmitted messages or
the signer of a document.
Digital signature is commonly used in software distributions
and financial transactions where it is important to detect forgery or
tampering. The first quantum digital signature scheme was proposed
by Gottesman, et al.5 Then, research made several advances. The
problem of how to authenticate quantum information sent through
a quantum channel between two communicating parties with the
minimum amount of resources is addressed by M Curty, et al.7 and
they define that one elementary quantum message (a qubit) can be
authenticated with a key of minimum length. An algorithm by using
a symmetrical quantum key cryptosystem and Greenberger-HorneZeilinger (GHZ) triplet states relies on the availability of an arbitrator
suggested by G Zeng, et al.8 Based on two-particle entangled Bell
states, Q Li, et al.9 proposed an arbitrated quantum signature scheme
while providing a higher efficiency in transmission and reducing the
complexity of implementation. In 2004 H Lee, et al.10 presented two
quantum signature schemes with message recovery which relies on
the availability of an arbitrator that one of them by using a public
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board while the others does not. However both schemes provide
confidentiality of the message and a higher efficiency in transmission.
A quantum digital signature scheme was proposed based on quantum
mechanics by using public quantum keys publicized by the signatory
to verify the validity of the signature introduced by X Lu, et al.11 A
prototype of quantum signature scheme using single photons and its
extensions were presented.12 A protocol which can be used in multiuser quantum signature was based on the correlation of GHZ states
and the controlled quantum teleportation proposed by X Wen, et
al.13 Also, a true quantum signature algorithm based on continuousvariable entanglement state is proposed14 and by employing the
signature key, a message state is encoded into a 2k-particle entangled
state and a two-particle entangled state is prepared. The resulting states
are exploited as a signature of the message state. Yang15 proposed a
multi-proxy quantum group signature scheme with threshold shared
verification. In 2010, Naseri16 revisited a weak blind signature scheme
based on the correlation of Einstein-Padolsky-Rosen pairs and was
shown that the scheme in its original form does not complete the task
of a blind signature fairly. In addition, two papers in this field were
presented.17,18
In many cryptography applications, there is a trusted centre of CA
that exports the credential certificates to the qualified users. The user
can obtain its services, when the service provider is ensured that users
have the corresponding credentials issued by the CA. This type of
authentication is called signature-masked authentication. In quantum
signature-masked authentication scheme, the user can not send
signature of the CA directly to the service provider while the service
provider can be convinced that the user is legitimate and really knows
the signature. Signature-masked authentication is widely used in
many systems such as the identity authentication between Digital SetTop-Box (DSTB) and smart card in secure Digital Video Broadcasting
(DVB) service system.
Recently, some signature masked authentication has been proposed
successively. The security of Zhang’s scheme analyze and a new
quantum signature-masked authentication scheme proposed that in
this scheme a semi-trusted center of CA issues the original credential
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certificates for a user and the final credential certificates is generated
by adding her secret information.19 By using the Weil pairing based
cryptographic primitives, signature-masked authentication schemes
can be developed. In such a scheme, a legitimate user obtains a signature
from a Certificate Authority, and for getting services from a service
provider, he convinces the service provider that he has the signature
without transmitting the original signature of the provider.20 A secure
quantum identification system combining a classical identification
procedure and quantum key distribution is proposed.21 For user
authenticated quantum key distribution in jammable public channel
between Alice and Bob via an arbitrator Trent, the secure protocols
provide data integrity and mutual identification of the messenger
and recipient.22 A secure quantum key verification scheme, which
can simultaneously distribute the quantum secret key and verify the
communicators identity proposed.23 Also in references24−26 quantum
image encryption based on generalized Arnold transforms, quantum
image XOR operations and generalized affine transform and logistic
map was proposed by NR Zhou, et al.24 Three protocols of quantum
steganography based on probability measurements, the tensor product
of Bell states and via a GHZ(4) state proposed in references.27,28 In
addition, an arbitrated Quantum Signature Scheme based on Cluster
States with high-Efficient was proposed in reference.29 what’s more,
in relation to the quantum information a lot of research has been
done30−34 that these methods can be used to exchange information
in a safe way. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we
introduce a quantum identity authentication based on public key as
Zhang’s scheme35 and we use the elementary method of this scheme
in our new protocol. In section 3, we propose a quantum signaturemasked authentication scheme based on the private key. In section
4, the security of the new protocol is analyzed. In section 5, a new
electronic voting scheme proposed by using the protocol that is
introduced in section 3. Conclusion is given in the last section.

Zhang’s scheme for quantum signaturemasked authentication
In this section, we review the Zhang’s protocol. This protocol
includes three participants, Alice as a user, Bob as a service provider
and a centre of CA. Three phases of Zhang’s protocol are preparation
phase, signature phase and authentication phase, which are as follows:

Preparation phase
Alice randomly selects a public key K a = (a1 , b1 , a2 , b2 , an , bn ) for
identity and sends it to CA. Then CA examines the qualification of
Alice, if CA accepts Alice as a legitimate user, CA generates a private
key K b = (e1 , f1 , e2 , f 2 , en , f n ) and sends it to Alice in a secure
way. Also CA calculates K = K a ⊕ K b = (k1a , k1b , k2a , k2b , .. kna , knb )
and secretly stores it, where (ai , bi , ei , fi , kia , kib ) ∈ {0,1} , and ⊕
represents bitwise exclusive-OR.

Signature phase
Suppose that an authentication message of Alice is M = (c1 , c2 , cn )
, where Ci in {0,1} . Alice generates a quantum state encoded with
K b expressed by | φ 〉 =| ϕc ⊕e , f 〉⊗ | ϕc
1

1 1

2 ⊕e2 , f 2

〉 ⊗ ⊗ | ϕc ⊕e , f 〉 , where a
i

i i

qubit | ϕc ⊕e , f 〉 , i = (1, 2, n) is one of the following states:
i

i i

ϕ0,0 〉 =| 0〉 					
ϕ1,0 〉 =|1〉

(1)

|| ϕ0,1 〉 =

| 0〉+ |1〉
2

| ϕ1,1 〉 =

| 0〉− |1〉
.
2
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According to values of fi , the quantum basis are selected. If
fi = 0 , then ci ⊕ ei is encoded in the Z-basis {| 0〉 ,|1 and if fi = 1
, then ci ⊕ ei is encoded in the X-basis {| +〉 ,|
Alice sends the encoded quantum state | φ 〉 to CA (to check
eavesdropping, Alice inserts some decoy particles Sel in the quantum
state | φ 〉 ) . As soon as receiving | φ 〉 , CA applies W [1] to | φ 〉
according to K
W [1] :| φ 〉 →| φ ′〉 ,
where W [1] is defined as

W [1] = U1[1]V1[1] ⊗ U 2[1]V2[1] ⊗ .. ⊗ U n[1]Vn[1] 		

(2)

and

U i[1] = U (kia ), Vi[1] = V (kib )
U (1) = iσ y =| 0〉〈1| − |1〉〈 0 | 			

(3)

U (0) =| 0〉〈 0 | + |1〉〈1|

V (1) = H =

1
1
(| 0〉+ |1〉 )〈 0 | +
(| 0〉− |1〉 )〈1|
2
2

V (0) =| 0〉〈 0 | + |1〉〈1| .

CA encodes quantum state | φ ′〉 , and he/she forms M sequence. For
eavesdropping check CA prepares and inserts some decoy photons
randomly in one of the states in eq. (1) into the sequence. Afterwards,
CA sends quantum state | φ ′〉 and all decoy photons to Bob.

Authentication phase
When Bob receives all photons and states, CA announces publicly
the positions and the states of decoy photons. Therefore, using the
decoy photon security checking method, they can check if the quantum
channel is secure or not.17,18 If they are confirmed that the channel is
secure, Bob applies W [2] to | φ ′〉 according to K a
W [2] :| φ ′〉 →| φ ′′〉 ,
where

W [2] = U1[2]V1[2] ⊗ U 2[2]V2[2] ⊗ .. ⊗ U n[2]Vn[2] 		

(4)

and

U i[2] = U (ai ), Vi[2] = V (bi ) 			

(5)

U (1) = iσ y =| 0〉〈1| − |1〉〈 0 |
U (0) =| 0〉〈 0 | + |1〉〈1|

V (1) = H =

1
1
(| 0〉+ |1〉 )〈 0 | +
(| 0〉− |1〉 )〈1|
2
2

V (0) =| 0〉〈 0 | + |1〉〈1| .

Bob measures | φ ′′〉 on the basis (0,0,0) and gets message
(c1'′c2 , . cn )' . If (c1 , c2 , cn ) = (c1'′c2 , . cn' ) the signature is valid.

Otherwise, the signature is invalid.
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Prior to present our scheme, let us say few words about the security
of Zhang’s protocol. There are two objections to this Protocol, which
are forgery attack and impersonation attack.19

Forgery attack
One means that Alice knows public key K a and private key K b
namely K = K a ⊕ K b , therefore CA and also Alice similarly can
make the signature | φ ′〉 which is called credential certificates in the
traditional cryptography. Therefore, when Bob reserves the signature
| φ ′〉 , he cannot recognize the true source of quantum state | φ ′〉 , which
may be Alice sent or CA. If Alice is malicious, she can forge valid
signature by herself to get some services from the services provider
Bob.
Impersonation attack in this protocol CA may be untrusted. In the
preparation phase CA got public key K a from Alice. An impersonation
attack refers to an attack in which CA generates a quantum state | φ 〉
and obtain Alice’s signature (credential certificates) without Alice’s
participation. Therefore, CA wants to get Alice’s privacy information
by forging her credential certificates, but Zhang’s scheme cannot
check the malicious CA from the legitimate user Alice.
Because of these two attacks, Zhang’s scheme is limited in many
network systems.19 For example, in many cryptographic application
when a user wants to some services from a service provider (e.g. a user
applies for a driving license from the traffic management department),
firstly he has to prove to the service provider that he is eligible (e.g.
he has passed the driving examination) he has a credential certificate
issued by a trusted center of CA. Therefore, the service provider
prepares the service to the user. So the Zhang’s scheme is not secure.
Considering the disadvantages of the Zhang’s scheme, in the next
section, by using a private key, a new secure protocol for quantum
signature-masked authentication is proposed and a new method of
electronic voting is introduced by this scheme.

New
quantum
signature-masked
authentication scheme based on private key
In the reference19 a quantum signature-masked authentication
scheme introduced which seems very complicated. In this paper by
removing some parts of previous method and making the necessary
changes, we propose a quantum signature-masked authentication
scheme based on the private key. This new introduced method is just
as secure and is simpler than the previous one. Then by using this
new method we introduce secure electronic voting scheme in the next
section. Similar to the Zhang’s scheme, our protocol involves a user
Alice, a service provider Bob and a center of CA and includes but the
following is set up, signature-masked and authentication phases.

Set up phase
PA = (a1A , b1A , a2A , b2A , anA , bnA ) 			

(6)

PB = (a1B , b1B , a2B , b2B , anB , bnB ) , 		

(7)

where

Alice and Bob chose. Then, comparing his measurement results with
Alice’s and Bob’s announcement, CA can examine the qualification
of Alice and Bob. If the CA accepts Alice and Bob as legitimated
users, he/she generates private keys S A and S B for Alice and Bob
respectively and sends them in a secure quantum way:

S A = (c1A , d1A , c2A , d 2A , cnA , d nA ) 			

(8)

S B = (c1B , d1B , c2B , d 2B , cnB , d nB ) , 			

(9)

where ciA , diA , ciB , biB ∈ {0,1},0 ≤ i ≤ n.
CA
calculates
and
secretly
stores
EC = S A ⊕ S B = (e1 , f1 , e2 , f 2 , , en , f n ) where (ei , fi ) ∈ {0,1} and ⊕
represents bitwise exclusive-OR.

Signature-masked phase
Alice’s authentication message is:
M = (m1 , m2 , . mn ) ,				

(10)

where mi ∈ {0,1},0 ≤ i ≤ n . Alice generates an encoded quantum
state | φ 〉 according to S A :
| φ 〉 =| ϕ

m1⊕c1A ,d1A

〉⊗ | ϕ

m2 ⊕c2A ,d 2A

〉 ⊗ ......⊗ | ϕ

mn ⊕cnA ,d nA

〉,

(11)

where for each i = 1, 2, n , a qubit | ϕ
〉 is one of the
mi ⊕ciA ,diA
following states:
| ϕ0,0 〉 =| 0〉
| ϕ1,0 〉 =|1〉

| ϕ0,1 〉 =

| 0〉+ |1〉
2

| ϕ1,1 〉 =

| 0〉− |1〉
.
2

Alice selects a private key RA = ( g1 , h1 , g 2 , h2 , .. g n , hn ) where
gi , hi ∈ {0,1},0 ≤ i ≤ n and sends it to Bob in a secure quantum
channel. In this part Alice again uses decoy particles eavesdropping
check method for sending RA to Bob.

Alice applies W [1] to | φ 〉 according to RA and obtains the
signature | φ ′〉.
W [1] :| φ 〉 →| φ ′〉 ,
W [1] is defined as

W [1] = U1[1]V1[1] ⊗ U 2[1]V2[1] ⊗ .. ⊗ U n[1]Vn[1] 		

(12)

where

Alice and Bob select a public key PA and PB respectively:

aiA , biA , aiB , biB
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∈ {0,1},0 ≤ i ≤ n . Alice and Bob send PA

and PB to CA, while they insert sufficiently large number of decoy
particles into them for eavesdropping check.
Once CA receives PA and PB , Alice and Bob announce publicly
the positions and the states of the decoy particle. CA performs a
suitable measurement on each decoy particle with the same basis as

U i[1] = U ( gi ), Vi[1] = U (h) 			

(13)

U (1) = iσ y =| 0〉〈1| − |1〉〈 0 |
U (0) =| 0〉〈 0 | + |1〉〈1|

1
1
(| 0〉+ |1〉 )〈 0 | +
(| 0〉− |1〉 )〈1|
2
2
V (0) =| 0〉〈 0 | + |1〉〈1| .
V (1) = H =

Then Alice sends | φ ′〉 to CA through a secure quantum channel.
CA applies W [2] to | φ ′〉 according to EC = S A ⊕ S B and obtains
the signature | S〉.
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W [2] :| φ ′〉 →| S 〉 ,
W [2] is defined as

W [2] = U1[2]V1[2] ⊗ U 2[2]V2[2] ⊗ .. ⊗ U n[2]Vn[2] 		

(14)

where

U i[2]

= U ( f ) 			

(15)

U (1) = iσ y =| 0〉〈1| − |1〉〈 0 |

1
1
(| 0〉+ |1〉 )〈 0 | +
(| 0〉− |1〉 )〈1|
2
2

V (0) =| 0〉〈 0 | + |1〉〈1| .

Finally, CA sends signature | S〉 to Bob.

Authentication phase
Bob authenticates Alice’s individuality, then applies W [3] to
| S〉 according to Z b = S B ⊕ RA = (q1 , t1 , q2 , t2 , qn , tn ) obtains the
signature | S ′〉 , where:
W [3] :| S 〉 →| S ′〉 ,

W [3] = U1[3]V1[3] ⊗ U 2[3]V2[3] ⊗ ⊗ U n[3]Vn[3] 		

(16)

and

U i[3] = U (qi ), Vi[3] = V (t ) 			

(17)

U (1) = iσ y =| 0〉〈1| − |1〉〈 0 |
U (0) =| 0〉〈 0 | + |1〉〈1|

1
1
(| 0〉+ |1〉 )〈 0 | +
(| 0〉− |1〉 )〈1|
2
2

Bob measures | S ′〉 on the basis (0,0,0) and gets message
M ′ = (m1'′m2 , .. mn )' . If (m1 , m2 , ., mn ) = (m1′m2′ , . mn′ ) the signature is
valid. Otherwise, the signature is invalid.
We can show correctness of the proposed quantum signaturemasked authentication scheme based on private key as follow.
The initial quantum state | φ 〉 generated according to S A by Alice.
During the signature-masked and authentication phases, it passes the
following process:
S

RA

| φ ′〉 →

S A ⊕SB

| S〉 →

S B ⊕ RA

| S ′〉 .

(18)

By equations (8), (9) and RA we have:

diA = hi ⊕ diA ⊕ diB ⊕ diB ⊕ hi
diA

=

hi ⊕ diA

⊕ diB

⊕ diB

Bob forgery attack
Suppose that, an attacker wants to impersonate the service provider
Bob to verify Alice’s identity in order to provide some false services.
In the verify phase, a verifier has to use his private key S B and the
shared private keys RA between Alice and Bob to verify the validity
of Alice’s credential certificates | S ′〉 . Only the service provider Bob
has the two keys S B and RA . So no one can verify the validity of
Alice’s credential certificates except Bob. As well as, one possible
strategy for the malicious Bob that tries to forge Alice’s signature is to
obtain the private key RA to generate | φ ′〉 , however, since the key is
distributed through quantum key distribution, it would be impossible,
. Moreover, the service provider Bob does not know Alice’s private
key S A , therefore Alice’s credential certificates | φ 〉 cannot be forged
by the service provider.

Impersonation attack

V (0) =| 0〉〈 0 | + |1〉〈1| .

message M → A | φ 〉 →

Let us discuss how the proposed protocol withstands the Alice
forgery attack.
In this scheme, Alice may be dishonest. We show that she cannot
forge | S〉 . The verifying process of the signature | φ ′〉 must use the
private keys S A and S B , so the receiver Bob can confirm Alice’s
legation with the help of CA. An effective | S〉 needs using the
knowledge of the Bob’s private key S B , because Alice does not
know the value of S B , she cannot forge signature | S〉 . Concluding,
a malicious Alice cannot forge credential certificates by herself to get
some services from the service provider Bob.

U (0) =| 0〉〈 0 | + |1〉〈1|

V (1) = H =

impersonation attack and outside attack. First of all, it’s noted that
all states and keys are transferred in secure quantum channel and sent
by using the decoy particles eavesdropping check method. Therefore,
the probability of an attack is low. It is also possible one of the user,
the service provider or the center of authentication is untrustworthy.

Alice forgery attack

= U (ei ), Vi[2]

V (1) = H =
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(19)

⊕ hi . 			

(20)

As previously noted, Bob can measure | S ′〉 on the basis
(| 0〉 , | 0〉 , .. | 0〉 ) and get (m1′m2′ , mn′ ), and it is easy to verify
(m1′ , m2′ , . mn′ ) = (m1 , m2 , mn ) holds.

Security analysis
In this section, a security of the proposed scheme is analyzed
and it has been shown that the protocol withstands forgery attack,

The new proposed scheme based on private key can withstand
the impersonation attack. May be, an attacker may impersonate the
user Alice in order to use some services from the service provider
Bob. Firstly, CA may forge Alice’s credential certificates | φ ′〉 , then
impersonate Alice to obtain some services from the service provider
Bob, actually CA may be destructive. CA can not generate a valid
| φ ′〉 , because an effective | φ ′〉 needs using the knowledge of the
shared key RA that is transmitted between Alice and Bob in secure
quantum channel. So, the quantum state | φ ′〉 is unknown to CA and
CA cannot impersonate the user Alice to get some services from the
service provider Bob.

Outside attack
Alice, Bob and CA as the participants, are still unable to forge
signatures, let assume an outsider attacker Eve. All the keys,
quantum states and messages transmitted through quantum channel
are encrypted by using a decoy particles encryption algorithm. Also,
in our proposed scheme based on a private key, the CA issues the
original signature for the qualified Alice. Because no one knows the
two private keys S A and S B except CA, only CA can generate | S〉
. Therefore, our scheme is manageable and withstands the outside
attack.

Secure electronic voting scheme
In this section, we proposed a new method of Electronic voting by
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using the quantum signature- masked authentication based on private
key that introduced in previous section. Electronic voting includes the
following several parties:
1. Elector and owner of the vote message is the voter Alice.
2. Charlie is the vote management center and signer that checks
the qualification of voters, distributes ballots.
3. Bob is the center of counting votes and teller.
4. Diana is a scrutineer that supervises the behaviour of Charlie.
Charlie and Diana will verify the messages and signatures.
Proposed Electronic voting contains three phases:
a) Setup

590

Under the scrutineer Diana, the teller Bob gets every voter’s
ballot. Diana as a supervisor compares the signature message | S ′〉
that Bob sent with the | φ 〉 . If these two states are equal, it means the
signature masked and vote is valid if not, which indicates the presence
of cheating.
For the voters to confirm information later, every voter’s ballot
number and election contents are posted on bulletin boards.
Finally, if there is no dispute announce to the public that that the
election is effective and announce the election results.
The proposed electronic voting is secure because the quantumsignature masked authentication protocol that used for voting is
protected under the each kind of attack (as explained in section 4).

Conclusion

b) Vote stage

First, the voter Alice sends her identification information to the
vote management center Charlie. Then Charlie checks whether Alices
identity is eligible and whether this vote is the first one. If not, he
will refuse to award tickets. Conversely, if Alice satisfies the vote
conditions, the vote management center will randomly assign Alice a
unique vote ID and this means that the voter registration is successful.
After registration, the public keys PA and PB and private keys S A
and S B such as (6), (7), (8), (9) share between Alice, Bob and Charlie.
Charlie calculates and secretly stores EC = S A ⊕ S B .

In summary, a quantum signature-masked authentication scheme
based on private key is pro- posed. Different from previous protocols,
by using the private key RA that is only known by Alice and Bob,
the center of CA does not know the contents of the message. The
user’s final credential certificate is issued by hers and CA together.
It has been shown that the proposed protocol can resist not only
inside attacks such as the participant’s Alice’s forgery attack, Bob’s
forgery attack, impersonation attack but also it is secure against
outside attacks which can be widely used in many systems, such as
the identity authentication between Digital Set-Top-Box (DSTB)
and smart card in secure Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) service
system. Also, we introduce a new electronic voting scheme by using
this secure method.

Vote stage
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(21)
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